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Future Directions 
Current State of Engineered Vascular Grafts 

Tissue Interrogation: Evaluating Development 
Growth Factor Response: Phosphorylation Events 
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 Current engineered grafts lack the necessary mechanical strength necessary for 
reliable implantation, despite numerous advances that have been made 

 There exists no comprehensive strategy for consistent, reproducible development of 
engineered vascular grafts.  As a result a modified approach from current strategies  is 
necessary. 
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Ascorbate:  Antagonistic Effects on Collagen 
and Elastin Production 

*p <0.05 
**p <0.001 

Standard culture medium 
Pretreatment with medium  
lacking ascorbate 

 Differentially stimulated cell populations exhibit drastically different phosphoprotein 
profiles.  This is a key element for determining correlations between input cellular stimuli 
and the resulting cellular properties  

 The next step is to incorporate mathematical modeling to elucidate relationships 
between input stimulation and observed tissue phenotype, i.e., phosphoprotein 
fingerprints, collagen and elastin content, total cell number, etc. 

  The current mass spectrometry protocol attempts to monitor intact phosphoproteins.  
To provide an enhanced avenue analysis, trypsin digestion of proteins will be utilized to 
determine phosphorylated peptide mass spectra.   

 The cellular response to additional stimulation modules such as hypoxia, epidermal 
growth factor (EGF), ascorbic acid, etc., will be characterized through their 
phosphorylation fingerprints 
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  Transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1 ) leads to significant alterations in 
cellular  signaling events as indicated by the phosphoprotein profiles shown above.  
These data are essential for future determination of statistical correlations between 
differing culture paradigms and the resulting tissue properties observed.  

 Ascorbate is an essential nutrient for proper tissue growth and development.  The 
data above clearly illustrates the supplement’s antagonism on collagen and elastin 
production, both of which are critical for appropriate tissue mechanical properties.  
These data present motivation for a modified approach for their optimization.  

Engineered Vascular Graft Examples 

Aortic Valve 

Pulmonary Valve 

Myocardium: cardiomyopathy   Coronary Arteries: 
plaque buildup, flow 

occlusion 

Tunica Externa: primarily collagen 

Tunica Media: smooth muscle, 
collagen, elastic fibers 

Tunica Intima: elastic lamina, 
endothelial cell layer 

Endothelial Layer 

Native Artery Anatomy 

 According to the CDC, Over 11% of 
adults 18 years or older have been 
diagnosed with some form of heart 
disease.  Heart image courtesy of NIH.   

Stenosis, regurgitation 

Relevant Heart Anatomy1 
Significance: Cardiovascular Disease 

Engineered Heart Valve Engineered Artery 

Tissue Engineering Overview 

 Cells are embedded 
within a natural or 

synthetic matrix and 
provided with the 

necessary nutrients and 
signal molecules for 
proper growth and 

development  
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Hemisphere Fabrication:  Evaluating 
Cells Grown in 3D 
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Phosphorylation: Regulation of Cellular Behavior 
Phosphorylation events lead to 
changes in enzyme activity 
and are a major mechanism for 
mediation of cellular behavior.   
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Evaluation of Collagen Production: Luciferase Reporters 

 Experimental Goal: determine the cell culturing conditions that optimize tissue 
development.  Biochemical analyses of proteins in both the intracellular and 
extracellular environments are analyzed following varying degrees of stimulation.  A 
predictive strategy for determining how the cultured tissue responds is desired. 

 Biochemical analyses are employed to evaluate the tissue’s development.  
Characterization of enzyme activity, cell viability, and cellularly deposited matrix 
constituents, namely collagen and elastin are important areas of analysis 

Constructing and Evaluating Tissue in vitro 
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